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The following articles are among those presently accepted for publication in 
Historia Muthematica. Their order in this list does not necessarily reflect the 
order in which they will appear in future issues of the Journal. 
R. J. COOK (Helsinki, Finland): “The Geometry of Giza” 
FRANCESCO GANA (Rome, Italy): “Peirce e Dedekind: La definizione di insieme 
finito” 
ALEJANDRO R. GARCIADIECO (Mexican National University): “The Emergence 
of Some of the Nonlogical Paradoxes of the Theory of Sets, 1903-1908” 
PAULUS GERDES (Eduardo Monolane University): “Three Alternate Methods of 
Obtaining the Ancient Egyptian Formula for the Area of a Circle” 
EDWARD R. HOGAN (East Stroudsburg University): “The Mathematical Miscel- 
lany (1836-1839)“ 
LAM LAY YONG (National University of Singapore) AND SHEN KANGSHENC 
(Hangzhou University): “Chinese Applications of Cavalieri’s Theorem More 
than a Millenium before Cavalieri” 
KARL M. PETRUSO (Boston University): “Additive Progressions in Prehistoric 
Mathematics: A Conjecture” 
WALERIAN PIOTROWSKI (Warsaw, Poland): “Wladyslaw Kretkowski and 
Hilbert’s Third Problem” 
GAY ROBINS (Christ’s College, Cambridge) AND CHARLES C. D. SHUTE (Physio- 
logical Laboratory, University of Cambridge): “Mathematical Bases of An- 
cient Egyptian Architecture and Graphic Art” 
DAVID E. ROWE (City University of New York and Pace University): “Felix 
Klein’s Erlanger Antrittsrede: A Transcription with Commentary” 
SANFORD SEGAL (University of Rochester): “Mathematics and German Politics: 
The National Socialist Experience” 
PARMANAND SINGH (Raj Narain College): “The So-Called Fibonacci Numbers in 
Ancient and Medieval India” 
WALTER STROBL (Kaiserslautern, Germany): “Aus den wissenschaftlichen An- 
fangen Hermann Minkowskis” 
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